
Characters D6 / Trudgen (Knight of Ren)

Name: Trudgen

Died: 35 ABY, Exegol

Species: Humanoid

Gender: Male

Move: 10

DEXTERITY: 3D

        Brawling Parry: 6D

        Dodge: 7D

        Melee Combat: 6D+2

        Melee Parry: 6D+2

PERCEPTION: 2D+1

        Search: 3D+1

        Sneak: 3D

        Persuasion 2D+2

KNOWLEDGE: 2D+2

        Intimidation: 4D

        Languages: 3D+2

        Scholar (Knights of Ren): 3D+2

        Survival: 5D

STRENGTH: 4D

        Brawling: 6D

        Climbing/Jumping: 5D+1

MECHANICAL: 2D

        Repulsorlift Operations: 3D+2

        Space Transports: 3D+1

        Starship Gunnery: 5D+2

TECHNICAL: 2D

        Armor Repair: 4D+2

        Space Transports Repair: 4D

SPECIAL ABILITIES

Control: 2D+2

Sense: 2D

Alter: 2D+1

                Trudgen was Force-sensitive and an adept of the dark side of the Force but he was untrained

which made his powers stunted.



EQUIPMENT

        CREDITS -

                Enormous Ultrasonic Crucible Steel Vibrocleaver with Phrik or Beskar filaments (Str+3D

damage)

                Large Secondary Blade (Str+2D damage)

                Heavy Tabard and Hood with Scavenged Armor Plates all along his Torso (+2D vs Physical,

+1D vs Energy, -1D to Dexterity)

FORCE SENSITIVE - Y

FORCE POINTS 4

DARK SIDE POINTS 5

CHARACTER POINTS 13

Description: Trudgen was a humanoid Force-sensitive who served as a member of the Knights of Ren,

under the command of an individual known as Ren.

Powers and abilities

Trudgen was Force-sensitive and an adept of the dark side of the Force but he was untrained which

made his powers stunted. As his fellow Knights, Trudgen's fighting skills and martial prowess were

without equal. A remarkable achievement performed by Trudgen in the past was defeating a death

trooper, given the death troopers' strength and rarity.

Although he was a very powerful individual, he was quickly killed with a stab through his chest by his

redeemed former leader, Ben Solo, during the Battle of Exegol.

Equipment

A collector of trophies from fallen conquests, Trudgen used to add the weapons and armors from

previous victories. His patchwork helmet, for example, once belonged to a death trooper he defeated in

the past.

Trudgen's signature weapon was an enormous vibrocleaver. The vibrocleaver was made of crucible steel

with phrik or beskar filaments. Although his weapon could be cut through by a lightsaber, it would require

great pressure to do so. The primitive weapon was modified with ultrasonic technology that vibrates the

blade to give it extra cutting power. When not in use Trudgen would put the blunt end over his shoulder

on weight-reducing holes along the weapon's spine or he would put it on a bandolier over his back.

Trudgen also carried a large secondary blade sheathed on his torso.

Trudgen wore all black like the rest of the Knights of Ren. He wore a heavy tabard and hood with

scavenged armor plates all along his torso. Trudgen wore a helmet that was partially created from the

helmet of a Death trooper he killed. 
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